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Example on objects covered
Insured ship A assessed value 10 000 000
Due to hard weather the following losses and 
damages was claimed from the insurer

Loss of life boats 20 000
Damages to hatches 14 000
Destroyed lashings 4 000
Two barrels of lub.-oil fell and were
destroyed 500
Fork lift came loose and was destroyed 1 000

Total claim 39 500

How much shall the insurer pay if the deductible is set at 
20 000?
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Example on max liability
Insured ship A assessed value 10 000 000
Collision with ship B

Damages 6 500 000
Salvage 4 000 000
Collision liability 14 000 000
Litigation 500 000

How much shall the insurer pay?
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Example on 
condemnation

Ship A is running heavily aground on a voyage from 
Oslo to Göteborg. The ship is salvaged and taken to a 
safe harbour. The salvage award was settled at 1,5 
mill. The market value of the ship was 11 mill., while 
the assessed value was 10 mill. According to an 
estimation the scrap value of the ship was 2 mill. The 
cost of repairs was estimated to 9 mill. 
Calculate the insurers liability.
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Example on temporary repair
Sokna is a small coaster trading on the west coast of Sweden 
and Norway. Her sum insured under H&M is 1 000 000.
Temporary repairs are carried out on Sokna in Bergen on the 
rational that the Owner has booked a scheduled docking in 
Göteborg within a month. The price of the docking is 10 000 
per day and the time calculated in dock was 2 days.
A surveyor estimated that permanent repairs in Bergen would 
have cost 100 000 during 10 days.
Permanent repairs was later fulfilled in Göteborg at the 
amount of 110 000. In total the work continued for 10 days, 
whereof owners work would have taken 6 days and casualty 
work 9 days if made separately. 
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Example on repair yard
Assessed value 1 000
Tender yard 1

Repair cost 100
Removal cost 5 105
55 days

Tender yard 2
Repair cost 90
Removal cost 20 110
50 days

The insurer pays
Repair yard 1 105 with an additional of
20 % *1 000 * 5/360 = 2,777

Total 107,8
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Example on settelment
Vessel Ingo with insurance sum 10 000 000
Ingo encountered shallow waters and received heavy damages 
to the propeller. Survey showed that it hade to be replaced 
by a new. The costs for this was calculated thus.
New propeller 100 000
Work incl. owner part 
of common expenses 60 000
Owners superintend. 5 000

Total claim 165 000

Scrap value of the old propeller was 20 000

Calculate the insurer liablity.
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Example on Single and Cross liability
Collision between A and B. Equally to blame. 
Sustained damage

A = 100 B = 200
Limitation

A = 20

Adjust the external collision settlement as well as 
the internal insurance settlement for A.
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Example on engine breakdown and 
assumed General Average

On a ballast voyage from Turku to Trondheim in order to loading oil 
the m/t Hyvä had a black out in the main engine on the Baltic Sea. 
After some prelimary repair by the crew the ship could return to 
Turku. It was decided that permanent repairs should be conducted
in Turku due to the safety of the ship on the North sea. After 
permanent repairs  the ship fulfilled the voyage. The owners filed 
the following claim with the insurers.
Permanent repairs Turku 30 000
Wages and maint. in/out Turku 15 000
Wages and maint. during repair 10 000
Bunkers in/out Turku 8 000
Bunkers during repair 3 000
Port fees in/out Turku 12 000
Port charges Turku 10 000
Class survey perm. Repair 5 000

93 000
What shall the insurer pay?


